
READING REPORT

A book report is a formal essay discussing the contents of a book. We show you how to write a book report by following
five simple steps. These steps will help ensure that your book report is a positive reflection of your writing skills.

However, choosing is not always an option. They were enjoying eating cheese and biscuits in the cupboard
when a girl came into the room. How are reports read? Some students find it helpful to create their outline on
index cards so they can easily move information around until they've found the best structure for the book
report. Features of scientific writing from the University of Leeds The writing process Reports are written to
describe work completed in response to a particular brief, either one that has been given to you, or one you
have set up yourself. Write simply and appropriately. A book report is a formal essay discussing the contents
of a book. He saves what he earned for many years of working. Check any instructions you have for guidelines
on this - if in doubt, use the passive voice. See the page on 'Structuring your report' in this guide to learn more
about what goes where. He had very little money. He lived in the biggest and the most beautiful house.
Comment: The rabbit learned his lesson not to underestimate another because of their appearance and
disabilities. Don't guess â€” guessing wrong could cost you marks. Your method and findings should be
described accurately and in non-ambiguous terms. Top tipâ€¦ A well presented report looks professional and
gives the impression that its author cared about getting things right â€” you can lose marks by not doing this
properly! If you are reading a hardcover or paperback book, you can use sticky notes to mark pages you want
to refer to in your report. He now lives happily but still continues to work hard. Moral Lesson: The story tells
the importance of saving so that we can use it in times of need. How can you make sure your report does what
it's meant to do, and does it well? You can create your outline by using the notes you took while reading the
book. Use spell and grammar checkers wisely â€” make sure changes won't affect what you wanted to say.
Are graphs and tables carefully labelled? The grasshopper visited his friend ant. So Barrio Mouse went with
the City Mouse to the city. Sometimes, he ate only one meal a day. Checklist for successful reports Does it
answer the purpose stated or implied in the brief? For example, if a student writes a book report on a
biography , then the different stages of the person's life and important people in the person's life should be in
the report. This could be a fiction or nonfiction book, as long as the subject is appropriate for a classroom
setting. He just rest when he was already done. Soon he became the richest man in town. Symbols - what
symbols does the writer used to stand for abstract concepts? I did, we did will make the actions you are
reporting easier to understand. Has every idea taken from or inspired by someone else's work been
acknowledged with a reference? Make sure you know which sections your report should have and what should
go in each. It's worth considering whether using the active voice i. Is data in graphs or tables also explained in
words and analysed? Sometimes you will be asked to write for an imaginary reader e. Date of Publication:
Copyright Number of pages: 2 One summer morning, the ant was busy gathering foods that will be consumed
during the rainy days, while the grasshopper was singing joyfully under the sun. He asked the turtle why he
cant run as fast as him. He asked his friend to spare him some food for he was dying in hunger. Take a
balanced view. Common literary themes include greed, pride, freedom, or revenge. You do not have to be
extremely detailed in your outline.


